INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR
“Libraries, advocacy and promotion activities and implementation of Agenda 2030”
Santiago, Chile, 13-14 March 2017

Objective:
Discuss the potential of libraries to act as partners in the development of public policies that can ensure public access to information and protect the fundamental freedoms of citizens, in accordance with national laws and international agreements.

PROGRAM – DAY 1
Monday, March 13, 2017, 9:30 am – 5:30 pm
National Library Auditorium (public)

9 - 9:30 am  Inscription Accreditation

9:30 – 10:30 am  Welcome from hosts and organizers
• Words of welcome authority (to be confirmed)
• Gloria Pérez Salmerón – IFLA President-elect
• Alfonso Perez Guiñez. Director of the Library of the National Congress of Chile
• Pedro Pablo Zegers Blachet. Sub Director of the National Library of Chile
• Sueli Mara S. P. Ferreira. Chair of IFLA Latin America and the Caribbean Section

10:30 – 11 am  SESSION 01 - IFLA: a global library vision to address the challenges of the future
• Gloria Pérez-Salmerón – IFLA President-elect 2015-2017 and FESABID President, Spain

11 – 11:15 am  Questions and answers

11:15 – 11:30 am  Coffee

11:30 am - 1 pm  SESSION 02 – Chilean Development Plan to Agenda 2030

11:30 - 11:50 am Access to legal information, legal certainty and exercise of rights.
Rodrigo Obrador, Rodrigo Bermúdez and Allen Guerra.

11:50 am - 12:10 pm National Digital Library: a tool for access to information for sustainable development
Roberto Aguirre Bello. Head of Special and Digital Collections – National Library


12:30 - 12:50 pm Libraries in Chile, good library practices and their contribution to ODS. Speaker to confirm. Chile A. G. Librarians College

12:50 – 1 pm - Questions and answers

1 - 2:30 pm LUNCH (Lunch with authorities and delegation IFLA LAC (NL invitation))

2:30 – 2:50 pm - SESSION 03 – Libraries as institutions anchor the Internet of all that ODS needs
Nicolas Andrés Pace, Altermundi Civil Association, Argentina.

2:50 – 3 pm – Questions and answers

3 – 3:50 pm - SESSIÓN 04 - Librarians and National Development Plans in front of the Agenda 2030 of LAC countries.

3 - 3:20 pm – Actions carried out in Brazil to support the implementation of Agenda 2030 - Sigrid Weiss Dutra (Brasil).

3:20 - 3:40 pm The role of public access to the internet in the implementation of the UN 2030 Agenda - Jonathan Hernandez Perez (Mexico)

3:40 – 4 pm - Actions for the development of SDGs from the platforms GAP MIL of UNESCO and IGF of United Nations - Jesus Lau (Mexico).

4 - 4:20 pm – Librarianship training and its contribution to social development through access to inclusive information and equal conditions - Karla Rodríguez Sala, Director of the School of Library Science, Documentation and Information, National University (Costa Rica).
4h20 – 4h40 pm – **The role of digital library at Cámara de Diputados de México to promotion a justice and inclusive society: in basis to 16.19 ODS.** Mtra. Avelina Morales Robles. Directora de Servicios de Investigación y Análisis, Cámara de diputados de México.

4:40 - 4:50 pm – Questions and answers

4:50 - 5 pm - Coffee

5 - 5:30 pm - **SESIÓN 05** – Launching of the book: “LAC Libraries: impact of copyright legislation on libraries in Latin America and the Caribbean” – IFLA LAC 2017

5 – 5:15 pm – Presentation of the book: structure, content and involved countries
  - Sueli Mara S.P. Ferreira - IFLA LAC Chair

  - Glória Pérez Salmerón – IFLA President-elect

5:40 pm **Summary and close on the first day (NL hosts)** - National Library tour (guest only)

8:30 pm **WELCOME DINNER**
PROGRAM - DAY 2
Tuesday, March 14, 2017, 9:30 am – 5:30 pm
National Library Auditorium (Public)

09:30 - 10:50 am - SESSION 06 – Chilean libraries on Agenda 2030
09:30 - 09:50 am - The digital collection of National Library of Chile as an instrument that cooperates in the diffusion of culture
Ana María Quiroz Castillo – Head of Map Section. Mario Monsalve – Head Medina Room.

09:50 - 10:10 am - Information resource enrichment model
Francisco Cifuentes-Silva. National Library of Chile

10:10 - 10:30 am – Online librarian: bridging gaps in access to information. Paulina Olivos Opazo. Head of Bibliography and Reference Section – National Library of Chile

10:30 - 10:50 am – Inclusive library, information management and Agenda 2030.
Ángela Quiroz and Paola Santibañez.

10:50 - 11:00 am – Questions and answers

11:00 - 11:30 am Coffee

11:30 am - 12:50 pm - SESSIÓN 07 – Latin American libraries on Agenda 2030

11:30 am - 11:50 am – Colombian university libraries and development cooperation (Agenda 2030) - Carmen Elena Castrillón Vergara, Coordinator Virtual Library Catholic University Foundation of the North, Colombia


12:10 - 12:30 pm – Enriching the access to the bibliographical information of the National Library of Chile. Ana María Quiroz Castillo – Head of Map Section

12:30 - 12:50 pm – Advocacy experiences in Peru with Agenda 2030 – Ana Maria Talavera-Ibarra and María Isabel Merino, College of Librarians of Peru, (Peru).
12:50 – 1 pm – Questions and answers

1 - 2:30 pm Lunch (NLC)

2:40 – 5 pm - SESIÓN 08 – WORKSHOP “LIBRARIES AND AGENDA 2030”
   Moderators: Adriana Betancur (Colombia), Ana Maria Talavera-Ibarra (Peru) and Claudia Cuevas (Chile).

3:45 – 4 pm - Coffee

4 – 5 pm - WORKSHOP “LIBRARIES AND AGENDA 2030” continuation

5 pm Summary and close working day, NLC Hosts

8 pm Dinner with authorities and IFLA LAC delegation. 30 people. NLC invitation.
IFLA LAC MIDTERM MEETING
Chile, 15-16 March, 2017

PROGRAM DAY 1 - IFLA LAC Meeting
Wednesday, March 15, 2017, 8 am – 6:30 pm
National Congress Library / Valparaíso (close)

DAY 3 IFLA LAC Standing Committee meeting (closed) NLC/VALPARAÍSO
20 people. Bus departure 8 am (from hotel)

09:30 - 10:00 – Greetings welcome Director BCN in Valparaiso
10:00 – 10:30 Chile National Congress tour
10:30 - 13:30 - IFLA LAC meeting

13:30 – 15:00 Lunch

15:00-16:00 Tour Casa Pablo Neruda
16:30 - 18:30 - IFLA LAC meeting
18:30 Cocktail
19:30 Return to Santiago
Free dinner arrangement

PROGRAM DAY 2 - IFLA LAC Meeting
Thursday, March 16, 2017, 8 am – 2 pm
National Congress Library / Santiago (closed)

DAY 4 IFLA LAC Standing Committee meeting (closed) BCN/SANTIAGO. 20 people

09:00 - 14:00 - IFLA LAC meeting

11:00 - 11:15 – Coffee

14:00 Closing cocktail with authorities and IFLA LAC delegation. 30 people.
Free afternoon. Airport coordination.